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CEO’s letter
There is one word that defines, for me, my role and approach
to being CEO, and the challenges, faith, commitment and
openness required to meet them. That word is: the future.
The future has never looked as exciting and unpredictable
as it does now. Technological change and innovation are
transforming our lives at an unprecedented pace. We cannot
see clearly how this will proceed. What is certain is that
governments, scientists, and global corporations will have
to rise to the challenge, and so will small businesses and
everybody else.
Throughout this journey, I believe PwC Hungary’s most
decisive role will be in knowledge sharing, which is how we
create value, and which should serve not only the needs of the
private sector, but of society at large. To accomplish that goal,
we have launched various community initiatives and training
programmes, including our Civil Mentoring Programme,
“It’s about others”, and our annual Volunteer Day. We aim to
expand these initiatives in the coming year.
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Since 2012, we have presented the previous year’s results
and key (financial as well as non-financial) indicators, our
initiatives and responses to societal problems in our annual
Sustainability Report. The purpose of our report is to share
our vision of the future and what we do in the present to
realise it with our clients, current and prospective employees,
suppliers, public and regulatory bodies.
Tamás Lőcsei
Country Managing Partner
PwC Hungary
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1.1 The means to sustainability: our strategy and values
PwC is one of the world’s leading business consultancy firms.
We help our clients achieve their goals through our industryspecific professional services.
With offices in 158 countries and more than 250,000 people,
we are among the leading professional services networks in
the world. We help organisations and individuals create the
value they’re looking for, by delivering quality in assurance,
tax, advisory and technology services. In our operation, we
combine decades of accumulated experience and knowledge
with cutting-edge technologies. We summarise below the
topics that constitute the basis for how we do business.

Prioritising topics
While the topics are prioritised in line with our strategy, the
Sustainability Report is a reporting tool, and as such, covers
all identified topics.

This report provides an overview of the efforts we made in
the past financial year to find valuable solutions for today’s
challenges and complex business problems.

Our priorities

Diversity & Inclusion
Sustainability in our supply chain
Professional assistance to civil society
Community engagement
Reaching the next generation
Engaging our people
Professional self-fulfilment of our people
Innovative business solutions
Client satisfaction
Talent management
Wellbeing of our people
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Our values
Although we represent different cultures within our network and have different backgrounds, something we
all have in common is value creation. This defines our conduct, how we make our decisions, and engage with
each other and our clients.

Reimagine the possible

Act with integrity

• We continuously develop new, digitally
adequate solutions.

• Speak up for what is right, especially when
it feels difficult.

• We are to understand everybody who we
get in contact with.

• Expect and deliver the highest quality
outcomes.
• Make decisions and act as if our personal
reputations were at stake.

Work together
• Collaborate and share
relationships, ideas and
knowledge beyond boundaries.

Our values

• Stay informed and ask questions about
the future of the world we live in.
• Create impact with our colleagues, our
clients and society through our actions.

• Seek and integrate a diverse
range of perspectives, people
and ideas.
• Give and ask for feedback to
improve ourselves and others.

Make a difference

Care

• Respond with agility to the
ever-changing environment in which we
operate.

• Make the effort to understand every
individual and what matters to them.
• Recognise the value that each person
contributes.
• Support others to grow and work in the
ways that bring out their best.
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We build trust in society and to solve important problems with
sustainable operation.

Business inputs
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Sustainability strategy
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1.2 What we do to be sustainable – our tools
Our sustainability report – a reflection
of our activity
In our Sustainability Report for FY 2018, we summarise the
activities our colleagues carry out every day to ensure PwC’s
operation as a sustainable business. The content of the report
reflects our commitment to our colleagues, our clients and
society.

Defining the contents of the report
Purpose and scope
The purpose of this report is to be a comprehensive source of
information for all of our stakeholders.
Defining the topics
The topics covered here have been defined on the basis of the
information requested by our leaders and representatives
of our various units. Every year, we define the right tools
to examine and improve these topics, and to make them
sustainable.
Collecting information on an ongoing basis, analysing
our activities, coordinating with our organisational units,
engaging stakeholder groups, incorporating feedback.

Responsible marketing &
communications
The PwC brand
Our public image depends on how we communicate
about ourselves and our activities. One of the tasks of
PwC Hungary’s Marketing, Communications and Business
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Development team is to find relevant forms and channels
of communication that allow us to address our various
stakeholder groups. Our staff is assisted in this task by
modern digital technologies, PwC’s signature brand elements
and events.
Our market presence is the result of a conscious and
deliberate marketing communications strategy that we have
been applying for years. Our corporate image, developed in
2010, is structured yet colourful and dynamic. All members
of the PwC network have a staff member in their Marketing,
Communications and Business Development team whose
duty is to ensure that all communications materials comply
with the rules and principles concerning the PwC brand and
trade name, as determined by the PwC Global Brand team.
Starting with the previous financial year, we have been
providing regular training to our employees on the most
important brand rules and their practical application. Our
aim is to present a uniform corporate image, whether in print
publications, sports sponsorship arrangements, client events
or press releases.

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS
– SDG COMPASS
Our aim each year is to assess our impact on the
environment. We pay special attention to putting into
practice the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
adopted by the United Nations at its Sustainable
Development Summit of heads of state and government
held between 25–27 September 2015. This set of
17 goals forms the UN Member States’ development
agenda until 2030 and provides a basis for businesses,
governments and the public to work together for a safer
and more hospitable world. We have been part of this joint
undertaking for nearly three decades.

Media appearances in the 2017 financial year
In the financial year ended on 30 June 2018, we had 1,472
media appearances, out of which 820 were positive, 584 were
neutral, and 68 were negative. (Note: the media analysis was
prepared by Front Page Communications based on its own
media appearance analysis tool.)
Managing our client database is also the responsibility of the
Marketing, Communications and Business Development team.
In the 2018 financial year, we received no complaints of abuse
of personal client information, loss or unauthorised use of
client data.

When defining the topics of our
latest Sustainability Report, we
included a description of our efforts
concerning three of the SDGs.
These efforts are described in
Chapters 2 and 3 of this report.

Responsible business
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1.3 Key to sustainability: our people
Our people

Sustainability depends not only on an organisation’s strategy
and decisions, but also on the people who work to achieve
this goal. They are actively shaping what PwC stands for
in Hungary. We present below our staff numbers and how
we work day by day, and what PwC is doing to enable its
employees to make the most of themselves.

PwC staff numbers are constantly adapted to market changes and fluctuations in business
demand throughout the year, while also accommodating employee needs.

Our total staff in Hungary numbered 776 according to
statistical data as of the last day of the 2018 financial year.

PwC employees

776

Full-time (8-hour)
employment

694
Forms of employment:

Interns

81
Sustainability report PwC Hungary 1 July 2017 – 30 June 2018

Part-time employment

85
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Staff numbers by position, gender and age

Position

Gender

Age

FY 2016

FY 2017

FY 2018
In FY 2018

Female

30-49
50-69
30-49
50-69
Under 30
30-49
50-69
Under 30
30-49
50-69
Under 30

5
0
12
4
124
170
8
153
120
10
40

5
0
10
4
142
180
11
156
122
12
15

3
1
11
6
166
227
11
137
137
10
29

Male

Under 30

27

4

38

673

661

776

Female
Partner
Male
Female
Staff
Male

Interns
Total

5

In FY 2018

5

In total

5

senior managers joined
PwC’s leadership.

Turnover according to age and gender
FY 2017

FY 2018
170
105

40
52

2
1

FY 2017

FY 2018

205

118

127

79

Between
30 and 50

48

94

89

79

Over
50

5

Under 30

18

New entrants
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Leavers

Female

Male

colleagues had the
opportunity to go on
secondment.

143
121

126
113

9 staff members (2 female and 3 male)
spent the year on secondment, having
been posted prior to the beginning of
the current financial year.

Responsible business
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Diversity and inclusion
At PwC, we respect and value differences because every single
one of us is different – 236,000 people in 158 countries! We
know that when people from different backgrounds and with
different points of view work together, we create the most
value – for our clients, our people and society. We have set
up a task force comprising both male and female colleagues
of different ages and backgrounds to discuss and promote
diversity and inclusion in the workplace, and help find real
answers to problems our people face.

Our commitment to diversity and inclusion is exemplified by our
event series Aspire to Lead, flexible work options for part-time
mothers, our social responsibility project “It’s about others” aimed
at college students, and integrating career starters and secondees
arriving from abroad. In October I proudly signed the European
Diversity Charter on PwC Hungary’s behalf, and I will continue to
strive to turn this commitment into action.”
Márta Szűcs, Partner, Assurance
Diversity & Inclusion Leader, PwC Hungary

European Diversity Charter
In October 2017 we signed the European Diversity Charter
for the second time, which promotes diversity and antidiscrimination in the workplace. Its main objective is to raise
leaders’ awareness and to increase their commitment to
mainstreaming diversity in their organisations by providing
support and inspiration for developing human resource
management. In Hungary, the organisation responsible for
the Diversity Charter and related activities is the Hungarian
Business Leaders’ Forum (HBLF). One of our colleagues
actively participates in HBLF’s Diversity Target Group,
regularly attends meetings, and occasionally invites members
of the Group to events where we can showcase our activities
and learn from each other’s best practices.  

HeForShe
We believe it is very important that women are treated equally
in and outside the workplace, and we are committed to ensuring
that their opinions and ideas are given the same weight as
those of their male colleagues. That is why we have joined the
global initiative #HeForShe, and we encourage the staff in our
Hungarian office to share their thoughts on why this cause is
important to them.

Gender equality for me means not just supporting
women in the workplace, but to live private lives in
gender equality as well. I want all daughters to see,
across the world, positive examples from men,
supporting gender equality, supporting women with all
their heart and actions. And I want my sons to live in a
world where men support and respect women.

Nick Kós, CEE CEO

Sustainability report PwC Hungary 1 July 2017 – 30 June 2018
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WEX Day

Our publications on the topic of diversity

“Interns are today’s career starters” is our motto when it
comes to the future generation, as we recognise the strategic
importance of students working as interns at our firm. We
held our first Interns’ Day last May, in which more than 50
interns actively participated in inspiring presentations and
various games and activities.

PwC’s experts regularly cover the subject of diversity and inclusion. Recurring topics include youth employment, women’s and
seniors’ position in the labour market, and we have also prepared a survey jointly with Out Leadership on the situation of LGBT
staff members. Click the cover images below to access our publications.

Sustainability report PwC Hungary 1 July 2017 – 30 June 2018
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Benefits

Sporting opportunities, promoting a healthy lifestyle

Benefits

Cafeteria, insurance, promoting health, paid company holidays,
learning & development, sports, flexitime, company events, sabbatical
leave, high-tech equipment, fruit day

Other incentives
Instant recognition card, loyalty recognition, success story award
for teams

Financial incentives
New business bonus, referral bonus, project bonus

Variable pay
Company bonus and/or sales incentives

Guaranteed pay

BASE

Cafeteria plan
We introduced a Cafeteria plan in 2008 to provide our
employees benefits in addition to salary. We prepare and
annually review our cafeteria benefit package in view of
legislative changes and our employees’ needs, making sure
that it is as flexible as possible. In FY 2016, we conducted a
detailed employee benefits survey to ask about satisfaction
with existing benefits as well as consideration of potential
new benefits.
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In 2018 the following benefits can be chosen: electronic
cultural event vouchers, health insurance, home purchase
loan repayment assistance, support for language courses,
employer-assisted housing and child care (nursery school/
kindergarten), SZÉP card, cafeteria cash benefit, and
electronic gift vouchers.

Sports should be a part of a balanced lifestyle. To that end,
we offer sporting opportunities for our employees, including
sports club memberships, weekly in-house Pilates classes, and
participation in team sports organised by PwC (soccer and
volleyball).
We also support sports and a healthy and environmentally
responsible lifestyle by contributing towards MOL Bubi
(public bicycle fleet) passes, and each spring we organise
our in-house Step Counting and Cycle to Work competitions.
In addition to contributing to a healthy lifestyle, playing
sports together is also excellent for building our corporate
community. Every year we organise a sports day, where
our employees can take part in individual, relay and team
competitions.
Our employees can join our autumn bicycle tour together
with their family members. Our male and female soccer
teams have consistently scored high in annual regional
PwC soccer tournaments, and we regularly enter teams in
major Hungarian corporate sporting events and running
competitions.

Responsible business
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Health Day

Outlook – inspiring people, interesting stories

Our January Health Day centred on three topics:

We launched PwC Outlook in summer 2017, an event series
that showcases interesting and inspiring stories of successful
people in various fields not closely related to our operations,
in the form of an hour-long moderated conversation with
the invited guests. Guests have included Hungarian actor
and director Pál Mácsai; András Hajós, singer and television
host; Attila Chikán, economist; gossip researcher Zsuzsa
Szvetelszky; and Titanilla Fiáth, prison psychologist.

• “A healthy mind in a healthy body” – Employees had the
opportunity to sign up for health screenings, e.g. manual
locomotor examination, arteriography, tumour marker
tests, abdominal and pelvic ultrasound.
• “How to help others and save lives?” – We organised a
first aid and CPR course open to all staff members.
• “What do people die from?” – A thought-provoking
presentation by Zoltán Marsi, health promoter and
university lecturer.
Lunch & Learn – We learn from each other
We think it is important to share our expertise and knowledge
not only with our clients, but also in-house, which is the
purpose of our Lunch & Learn events. Our colleagues give
presentations on internal projects, services and other matters
of interest, with buffet-style lunch provided. Recent topics
included our CR activities, and new reports published on the
circular economy and on business opportunities in e-sports.
Nearly 600 staff members participated in these events.

I think it is a worthwhile
investment for a company like
PwC to put energy into
developing its employees, and
not only strictly
professionally, but in a way
that broadens their horizons,
making them more aware of
societal issues. And all this is done
efficiently and in an entertaining way.
I’m particularly pleased that in addition to our
colleagues, anybody who follows us will be able to
experience these values by watching the recorded
conversations. As a result, PwC Outlook can serve
external as well as internal employer branding
purposes.”

Ádám Dallos, MCBD

Sustainability report PwC Hungary 1 July 2017 – 30 June 2018
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Employer-employee relationship
Annual Global People Survey
Each spring we conduct a Global People Survey (GPS) to ask our staff members how they feel at the workplace. In the
previous GPS Survey, 85% of our employees filled out the questionnaire.
The GPS questionnaire contains nearly 100 questions, in a business-specific breakdown. As a result of the GPS survey we
gain a proper picture of the areas to develop in our operation. Every year, we share the results of the GPS survey with our
employees and address the most important issues they raise in various forums.
Our colleagues among our colleagues globally give feedback and valuation about the following topics:

Commitment

Flexible
worktime

Innovation

Team-work

Diversity and
inclusion

Allowance and
recognition

Sustainability report PwC Hungary 1 July 2017 – 30 June 2018
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Workday and recruitment
The work of our Recruitment team within Human Resources
involves recruiting and selecting new colleagues according to
market needs. We are present in several online platforms and
events where prospective employees can get to know our firm
and the positions we offer. The events we organise are very
popular, and allow participants a first-hand glimpse into our
work and operations.  
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Smart and Taxy
An open evening introducing our Tax Advisory Services,
aimed primarily at recent graduates and college students.
Tax-themed board game, followed by a networking session, in
which 50 youth participated last year.

Advisory by night
An open evening introducing our Advisory service line, aimed
primarily at recent graduates and college students. Interactive
game, with interesting tasks, followed by a networking
session. Last year we had 40 participants.
Risks and side effects – PwC IT
An open evening introducing our Risk Assurance Services
team, aimed primarily at recent graduates and college
students. Interactive game, which showcases the varied work
of the team, followed by a networking session.
Auditors’ evening
An open evening introducing our Assurance service line,
aimed primarily at recent graduates and college students.
Interactive game, in which participants assist in the audit of
the financial statements of an imaginary company, followed
by a networking session. The number of participants last year
was 25.

Sustainability report PwC Hungary 1 July 2017 – 30 June 2018

Workday: A single system for human resource
management
In 2018 PwC began the rollout of Workday, its first global
human resource management system. Workday is a cloudbased platform that provides unified human resources
management cloud applications that can be accessed anytime,
anywhere, across all devices. A key advantage of Workday is
that it reduces the administrative burden of HR operations,
and allows us to focus on the strategic management of our
people’s development.
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2.

Responsible
partnership

Responsible partnership

2.1 Corporate responsibility strategy
Our CR strategy, both globally and locally, focuses on
areas such as appreciating our people, mentoring the next
generation, and developing innovative business solutions.
We hope to achieve measurable and lasting positive change
in these areas while implementing our strategy. Our annual
sustainability report on our corporate sustainability initiatives
provides transparency and contributes to keeping our
stakeholders informed.
Our report presents our corporate responsibility programmes,
our plans, and identifies the areas that need improvement.
In recent years, corporate responsibility (CR) activities have
become an integral part of PwC Hungary’s operations. Our
Marketing, Communications and Business Development team
has a dedicated specialist responsible for coordinating our CR
activities. These activities are designed to be as wide-ranging
and varied as possible, to allow our employees to find an area
or cause where they feel they can help with professional work
or physical/social activity.
We believe that, in addition to financial support, we can
create permanent and sustainable value for our direct and
indirect stakeholders through our core professional activities,
technical expertise and related services. Accordingly,
throughout the financial year we provide professional
assistance to civil society organisations or offer pro bono
services, involving as many of our employees as possible.

Sustainability report PwC Hungary 1 July 2017 – 30 June 2018
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Responsible partnership

CR management
In our company, CR as a functional task (i.e. the projects
belonging to the CR strategy, the coordination and monitoring
of action plans and initiatives, and uniform internal and
external CR communication) is carried out by the Marketing,
Communications and Business Development (MCBD) team.
Conceptual and strategic CR planning is the task of the CR
strategy team, which includes the head of MCBD (Borbála
Palotai), the CR Manager (Katalin Simon), a coordinator
(Anita Récsányi), and two partners from the Assurance
service line (Balázs Mészáros and László Radványi), who
provide technical support to the CR team.

19

Standard measurement system across
the global PwC network
To enable PwC to measure and globally compare the
operations and CR activities of its member firms along the
four pillars of our CR strategy (marketplace, workplace,
environment, and community), the Global Corporate
Responsibility Bureau (GCRB) has developed a measurement
system called “Leadership-ladder self-assessment”.

Globally

Of course, these planning activities occur with our CEO’s
oversight and co-operation. Our employees help us organise
and implement specific programmes. The content of the
Sustainability Report is approved by Balázs Mészáros, Partner.
We have set up a “green office” task force to promote
environmentally conscious improvements. Members of the
task force meet every month, and everyone is encouraged to
join. In the 2018 financial year many colleagues from various
areas joined the green task force, a result of our efforts to
intensify cooperation and involvement in the past 12 months.
For detailed results, see the section “Environmental and
operational awareness”.  
In FY 2017, we already set up a Diversity & Inclusion task force
led by a Márta Szűcs, partner. In the 2018 financial year, Éva
Bresztyenszky joined as HR leader to reinforce the team. We
involved colleagues from every service line – Tax Advisory,
Assurance, Advisory, and Internal Firm Services – in order to
identify areas where there is still work to be done with regard
to diversity and inclusion. A key objective of the 2019 financial
year will be strategy development and implementation.  

Sustainability report PwC Hungary 1 July 2017 – 30 June 2018

Members of the PwC network report their data at the end
of each financial year, which for us is at the end of July.
By aggregating such data we get a global picture of our
operations and CR activities during the year, as well as of the
areas that need improvement and for which an action plan
must be developed. The combined results of the members of
the PwC network are published in our Global Annual Review
in October every year.

Financial and in-kind
donation

184,3 m USD

Number of
volunteers

Volunteering work
(hours)

60 500 850 000

In Hungary

Financial and in-kind
donation

Number of
volunteers

6 995 471 HUF 540

Volunteering work
(hours)

3485

Responsible partnership
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Our community initiatives –
#pwctegyunkerte
The role we play in society is determined not only by the
strategy we set for ourselves, but also by the activities we
actually carry out to realise these goals. Over the last year we
have engaged our people in different initiatives geared toward
openness and responsiveness to societal concerns.
Volunteer Week
We have organized our Volunteer Week annually since
2014. The most popular event of the week is Volunteer Day.
In December 2017, nearly 500 PwC staff visited various
non-profit organizations, foundations, schools and social
enterprises to get acquainted and to donate their labour and
skills. Among other activities, we helped with renovations
at Down Foundation and at Vénusz Kindergarten in Csepel,
packed sweets at Kockacsoki, decorated the emergency ward
at the Children’s Clinic in Tűzoltó Street, prepared Kicsi Pakk
gift packages to fulfil the Christmas wishes of disadvantaged
children, volunteered for the Honvéd Hagyományőrző
Egyesület, and made crocheted octopuses for new-born
babies.
Our experts provided free in-house training for
representatives of non-profit organisations on taxation, data
protection, and strategy development. What does this day
mean to our colleagues, and what other good causes did they
support? Watch our video to find out!

Sustainability report PwC Hungary 1 July 2017 – 30 June 2018

We also organized a Charity Cake Sale, and collected
HUF 184,750 for Motiváció Foundation for Physically
Disabled Persons. Our people also donated blood (one of
three blood donation drives we organize each year). The
week concluded with a Christmas Market, which offered
merchandise handcrafted by people with disabilities.

Responsible partnership
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Step Counting and Cycle to Work

Offering free access to our venues

It has become a tradition at PwC Hungary to organise allstaff team competitions. In addition to promoting a healthy
lifestyle, our step counting and Cycle to Work competitions
are also great team building activities. We announced the
winners during our Summer Sports Day, where we also
provided training to our cyclist colleagues.

Thanks to our office layout in the Eiffel Palace, we have
a conference space where we organise both internal and
external professional or community events. Depending
on availability, we offer venues for hire to non-profit
organisations free of charge. We support them this way so
they can save the rental fees when they need a venue for their
events.

It’s about others
We launched our CR project “It’s about others” for the seventh
time in 2017. Our aim is to show that it is not enough to talk
about corporate responsibility, but we must take action. We
would like to raise students’ and employees’ awareness of
the importance of corporate responsibility, and give groups
engaged in this field the opportunity to carry out their
own corporate responsibility projects. We also foster longterm collaboration with the finalist teams: for example, we
provided a venue for the “Kössünk össze” charity clothes sale
for the second time, and during the Summer Sports Day,
members of “Mind the Mind” gave an awareness-raising
presentation on mental illnesses.

In the past financial year, we provided nearly 200 hours of
access to our venues free of charge for the following nonprofit organisations and events:
BAGázs Közhasznú Egyesület
GAK Nonprofit Közhasznú Kft.
Globono
“Kössünk össze” – Clothing sale for charity
Hintalovon Alapítvámy
Hungarian Donors’ Forum
NESsT Hungary
Female entrepreneurs
Volunteering Hungary – Centre of Social Innovation (ÖKA)

Blood donation
In order to assist our community’s efforts to provide a safe and
adequate blood supply, we organise blood donation drives in
our office three times a year, co-hosted by the Hungarian Red
Cross. The blood donations are in September, December and
April, and in addition to PwC staff, we also invite employees
of other companies in the Eiffel Palace to take part.

41

38
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persons

persons

persons

August
2017

December
2017

April
2018

Note: The number of people signing up for blood donation
is always higher than the number of those who can actually
donate following a medical exam. We quote the latter figure in
our report.
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1% campaign – What takes you only five minutes is
vital for a civil society organisation.
We believe it is important that our employees extend social
responsibility also to their private lives. To this end, we
launch a campaign every year to call their attention to the
importance of donating 1% of their personal income tax.
As of 2018, employers are no longer allowed to prepare
their employees’ tax returns, which increases the risk that
taxpayers forget about donation. Therefore, we turned a
spotlight on the campaign this year. As usual, we prepared
a list of civil society organisations and foundations we come
into contact with during the year, and provided detailed
guidance to ensure that the donations reach their recipients.
As part of the campaign, we used the chalkboard in our dining
room to display names of potential recipient organisations
and their brochures.

Responsible partnership
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Our pro bono activities

Training and education

Three of our colleagues led a pro bono project for Fazekas
Mihály Secondary School in Budapest. The project involved
270 advisor and manager hours spent on conducting
an operational due diligence review, and resulted in 21
operational and 5 system development recommendations.

Education is one of the pillars of
competitiveness for both society and
individuals. It is difficult or not at all
possible to prepare learners for rapid
technological advances under the
conventional training models, which
is why educational policy poses many
challenges almost all over the world.
Lifelong learning is gaining increasing
importance.

The second Ízlelő family-friendly restaurant will be opened
in District XII in Budapest. The first restaurant to employ
persons with disabilities in Hungary has been successfully
operating in Szekszárd for ten years. A few years ago, some
of our colleagues volunteered work for the restaurant and got
acquainted with the way it is run. The organisation and its
employees have become our reliable suppliers. We supported
them in communication tasks in relation to opening the new
restaurant in Budapest.  

The PwC network is committed both globally and locally
in Hungary to sharing knowledge and providing technical
assistance. Training activities or indirect training development
constitute important elements of our community engagement.
We see this as a long-term investment, which could address
future challenges, and help disadvantaged groups catch up.
Quality education is one of the globally adopted Sustainable
Development Goals (see page 8 for details). Based on our core
activities, supporting quality education and using our assets to
contribute to the development of the Hungarian educational
system are focus areas for the future.

Our Pro Bono clients
American International School of Business
BOM Foundation for Hungarian Sport
Budapesti Fazekas Mihály High School
Magic Lamp Wish Granting Foundation
Hungarian Business Leaders Forum
Smiling Hospital Foundation
OFF-Biennále Association
Robert Burns International Foundation
Technology in Education Foundation
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European Pro Bono Summit
In October 2017 Budapest hosted the annual European
Pro Bono Summit, an international conference on skillsbased corporate volunteering.

How did we support the development of organisations in
the financial year 2018 in Hungary?
Basically, we perform knowledge sharing and development
activities by offering pro bono services, training and
mentoring.

In FY 2018,
we delivered

1,572

hours of pro bono
professional services

Attendees came from nearly 30 countries, and included
members of the Global Pro Bono Network. During the
two-day event, the leaders of businesses and non-profits
had an opportunity to meet and exchange views. The
conference was organised by Volunteering Hungary –
Centre of Social Innovation, and sponsored by
PwC Hungary.
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Presentations and workshops

Köz-Pont Youth Organisation

Many of our colleagues held series of seminars or workshops
in the previous financial year. They taught courses in
management and organisation, and microeconomics at
Corvinus University of Budapest, and in finances at the
Alternative Secondary School of Economics (AKG), among
others. One of our advisors was mentoring a student initiative
at AKG for a year.

The organisation has been operating in the Northern Great
Plain region since 2001. It has been engaged in local, county,
regional, national and international projects. By supporting
three county student councils in technical, financial and legal
issues, it has ensured permanent presence in public education
institutions (almost 250 institutions). The organisation runs
a partner school programme with 16 participating secondary
schools, and offers School Community Service opportunities
for 200-250 students of almost 30 schools in several counties.
Its long-term goals are establishing a Youth Competency
Development Centre, and founding a school under the
name KÖZ-Pont Academy. In 2017, we were awarded the
title “Corporate Partner of the Year” for our mentoring
programme.

uSchool is a modern training programme, supporting
secondary school students by introducing them to the
entrepreneurial mindset and competencies. uSchool is
based on the concept that the young generation needs to
be provided with new skills to be successful in their careers
and in the 21st century labour market. It has the objective
of showing secondary school students how to earn a
living by doing something that they are really enthusiastic
about. Teams were supported by meetings with a mentor
team consisting of young entrepreneurs and employees
of partnering large enterprises for half a year. Nine of our
colleagues engaged as mentors in the programme.

In the past two years, we have been involved in the
development of several organisations engaged in education,
such as Connect Mentor Programme, Social Innovation
Foundation – InDaHouse, Kamasztér, Köz-Pont Youth
Organisation and Kerekasztal Theatre Education Centre. The
contributions of these organisations to the development of
specific target groups is presented briefly below.
Konnect Mentor Programme

Civil Mentoring Programme
In March 2017, the Pro Bono Team at PwC Hungary launched
a mentoring programme for non-profit organisations.
We continued the programme in 2018, enhanced by the
experience we gathered last year.
Our experts held a series of trainings in five modules for nonprofit organisations whose applications for the programme
had been successful. The trainings also provided the
participants development and networking opportunities. The
second programme terminated at the end of May, followed
by a six-month mentoring programme for the organisations
selected by the panel. During these six months, PwC’s
employees assisted the organisations and provided them
guidance in their everyday operation.
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The organisation is committed to building bridges between
various social groups and fostering dialogue between
cultures. The first Connect project is a mentoring programme,
which connects secondary school students to young people
that are successful in their own fields. Mentors assist students
for six months in finding their own paths. In the meanwhile,
they provide trainings to develop students’ skills and selfawareness. PwC’s mentoring programme enabled the
organisation to launch new projects, rationalise its operation,
and expand its reach.

Recognition for our Civil Mentoring Programme
KÖZ-Pont Youth Association awarded the Partner of the
Year 2017 Snail Prize to PwC Hungary in recognition of
the assistance they received as participants in our Civil
Mentoring Programme in 2017. #pwctegyunkerte
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Kerekasztal Theatre Education Centre

Volunteer day – free training for non-profit organisations

Kamasztér

Kerekasztal Theatre Education Centre was established in
1992 as the first theatre group with an educational purpose
in Central and Eastern Europe. It is their mission to use
the theatre experience for making children and young
people aware and understand current social issues. Theatre
plays cover, among others, the issues of power, justice,
intergenerational dialogue, and democracy. There are 200250 theatre performances a year for 6,000-7,000 spectators
in total, and 30 per cent of these performances are given free
of charge in disadvantaged schools in areas where cultural
events are not available in abundance.

Apart from physical work that we do on our annual volunteer
day, we also provide a free training day for representatives
of non-profit organisations in our office building. In 2017,
we gave presentations on the General Data Protection
Regulation, setting up strategic goals, changes in tax
legislation, and communication tools for 50 organisations. We
have been offering this training day since 2014 also with the
aim of creating space for networking.

Kamasztér Alapítvány is a public-interest recreational
youth organisation established in 2003 with the aim of
engaging youth in meaningful roles and encouraging them
to improve themselves through culture and education.
Their activities focus on skills development, prevention,
and the compensation of disadvantages. The foundation’s
work includes improving the immediate environment of
young people, engaging also their parents and teachers.
The foundation applied to PwC Hungary’s Civil Mentoring
Programme to further their technical knowledge to be able
to carry out successful projects, and use their newly acquired
knowledge to create more opportunities for young people,
their parents and teachers.

The Education Centre participated in PwC’s programme with
the aim of changing the organisation’s financing structure and
developing a business strategy that ensures that performances
for disadvantaged schools remain free of charge.

PénzSzTár

Social Innovation Foundation – InDaHouse
We got in contact with the foundation in spring 2017, and
have been co-operating with its members ever since. When
we first met, the foundation had been in a growth stage
in which it needed guidance on communication, funding,
and human resources management. They applied with the
initiative InDaHouse Hungary for our mentoring programme.
The initiative, which was launched in Pere, county BorsodAbaúj-Zemplén in 2014, is aimed at developing a sustainable
model programme for disadvantaged children. The
programme is focused on organising regular individual and
group development courses, as well as day-care camps in
school holidays for children held by volunteers from towns.
They foundation also offers a mentoring programme for
schoolchildren, with adult volunteers supporting them in
their progress at school.
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PwC Hungary has supported the Pénzsztár competition since
2013. The aim of the competition is to evaluate the skills of
high-school students, improve their financial literacy, and to
guide them toward a successful career in finance or business.
Our colleagues assist the organisers with compiling questions
for the competition.
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2.2. Relations with stakeholders
Our clients
Means of communication:
newsletters, professional events, studies, social media
campaigns, tenders, and feedback

Media and press
Means of communication:
press events, press releases, publications,
online tools, background materials

Employees
Means of communication:
annual global people survey, annual performance
evaluation, regular career meetings, staff events,
internal magazine, information materials, newsletters

Next generation, potential
employees

Suppliers

Means of communication:
youth surveys; participation in job fairs, open
days and career days, and academic
competitions; youth projects and competitions;
social media campaigns and projectsk

Means of communication:
dialogue with suppliers,
tenders, feedback

Alumni
Means of communication:
alumni club, events, semi-annual
newsletter, social media,
invitations to trainings

Government and regulatory bodies
Means of communication:
participation in professional forums, publications,
surveys, membership in professional
organisations, press releases

Local communities, non-proﬁt organisations
Means of communication:
participation in forums and events, collaboration in non-profit
projects, volunteer tasks, pro bono services, training
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Our stakeholders: mapping,
prioritising and dialogue

Employees
Media and
press

We prioritised our stakeholder groups with the help of
our corporate responsibility team. We mainly focused on
our current and prospective employees, our clients, and
government and regulatory bodies. One of the biggest
challenges today is finding and retaining talent.
The key to delivering consistently high-quality services to

Employees

Next
generation,
potential
employees

Stage 2 – Prioritization

Former
employees

Suppliers

Alumni

Local
communities,
non-profit
organisations

Government
and regulatory
bodies

our clients is our people. Local communities and non-profit
organisations also play an important role for our firm, as we
pay special attention to their training and development.  

Customers
and clients

Stage 1 – Mapping
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Employees
Media and
press

Former
employees

Suppliers

Alumni

Local communities, non-profit
organisations

Next
generation,
potential
employees

Government
and regulatory
bodies

Next
generation,
potential
employees

Government
and regulatory
bodies

Customers and
clients

Customers
and clients
Stage 3 – Consultation
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Employees

Digital recruitment

Client acceptance and retention

Companies concentrate on stakeholder groups that have the
greatest impact on their strategy, with a renewed focus on
employees. Corporate talent strategies have also diversified in
response to skills shortages: in addition to pay and financial
incentives, continuous training, strategic succession planning,
and shaping the workplace culture are also part of talent
management. Based on the results of our CEO Survey, in
addition to financial indicators, nearly 60% of Hungarian
CEOs said that employee loyalty and positive employee
feedback were key success metrics. Employee motivation,
satisfaction and having a good work-life balance are key to
keeping employees engaged. PwC pays particular attention to
employee well-being programmes, which we describe in more
detail in the Benefits section. In addition to highly qualified
staff, technology is also indispensable to success. However, the
increasing trend towards digitisation, robotics, automation
and AI poses new challenges to companies. We aim to meet
these challenges by retraining and upskilling our people, and
encourage them to acquire skills they can make the best use of
in their work.   

PwC’s digital recruitment was born out of the challenges
posed by a rapidly changing world, our passion for innovative
technologies, and our commitment to simple and efficient
solutions. At PwC, we place significant emphasis on
leveraging the advantages of modern technology to make
our selection procedure as quick and seamless as possible
for our candidates. We are proud of having introduced
video interviews in our selection process for the first time in
Hungary.

PwC Hungary has implemented a process to identify
acceptable clients supported by the proprietary PwC
International decision support system for client acceptance
and retention (Acceptance and Continuance – A&C).

Next generation, potential employees
For Hungarian companies, skills shortages are among the
greatest challenges. PwC’s recruitment team regularly
participates in university career fairs. Some of our colleagues
also serve as guest instructors in various higher educational
institutions.
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Our clients
PwC has been present in the Hungarian professional services
market for nearly thirty years. During this time, we have
delivered value-added professional services to the majority
of multinational, privately owned companies in Hungary. In
addition to knowing our clients’ business, so we can better
support them, a key to our success is listening to our clients.
In order to provide our services at the highest possible level
of quality and to realise personalised ideas according to
changes in the economic environment, we strive to develop
multidirectional and effective communication with domestic
companies.
That’s why we create opportunities to meet and exchange
ideas with our clients on diverse platforms: business events,
professional forums, trainings, cultural and sports events, and
personal discussions.

This is how the system works: the engagement team, together
with industry specialists and risk management staff, consider
jointly whether the risks associated with an existing or
potential client are manageable, and whether we want to do
business with that client and its management.
Among the issues our experts consider during the A&C
procedure are:
• the reputation of the company and its management;
• the effectiveness of its Board;
• the background and experience of the company’s financial
reporting personnel;
• any incentives or inclinations for management to
manipulate reported results;
• any significant transactions structured to achieve revenue
recognition;
• any unusually aggressive or creative accounting;
• any transactions that are complex, unusual or difficult to
evaluate;
• any estimates that involve uncertainty or subjective
judgments;
• any transactions with related parties that are not part of
the consolidated group;
• any indications that the company might be in financial
difficulty;
• whether the necessary expertise is available to perform a
given engagement.
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A&C is a powerful enabler, but the real backbone of our
client acceptance and continuance process is the significant
time invested by our risk management team and other
senior partners. As discussed more fully in the Engagement
Performance section in PwC’s Transparency Report 2018, our
risk management partners are senior partners with stature
and independence who provide key input into the decision to
accept or continue a client relationship.

In the client feedback survey, we use a measure called Net Promoter Score (NPS), which shows the loyalty of our clients.
This metric is a branded joint development of Fred Reichheld (an American business strategist famous for his research and
publications on the loyalty business model and loyalty marketing), Bain & Company (a global management consulting firm)
and Satmetrix (a U.S.-based provider of customer experience software). A positive NPS (the sum is greater than zero) is good,
while an NPS over 50 is excellent.

Upon acceptance or retention of the client, the results of
these assessments are incorporated into our audit process,
impacting for example the scope of work and assignment of
resources. We decline to propose, accept, or retain work when
the risks are considered not to be manageable, when the
company will not agree on the scope of the work required or
the fee arrangement is otherwise unacceptable.

PwC’s competences according to clients

Client Feedback Survey
We have been soliciting online feedback from our clients as
part of our Client Feedback Programme for years. By now
the benefits of using this tool have become clear to both
interviewers and respondents.
The survey helps us measure the overall level of our clients’
satisfaction with our services, and gives us the opportunity
to identify areas that need further improvement. The
survey is coordinated by two members of our Marketing,
Communications and Business Development team. In
the previous financial year, they implemented internal
communications processes to promote the programme,
automate certain parts, and communicate the results. These
efforts played a key role in our success.
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In FY 2018, we scored a net NPS of 53 in our client feedback survey.

The answer can be given on a scale of 1-5, where
1 is the worst and 5 is the best value.

Organization level
Relations

4,4

4,64

4,54

Risk
management

Creativity

3,99

4,26

Tailoring

4,27

Knowledge

4,12

Communication

4,57

Business impact
PwC engagement team competencies score
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PwC’s Hungarian CEO Survey
We have conducted the Hungarian CEO Survey since 2011,
based on PwC’s Annual Global CEO Survey, which is now in
its 22nd year. We survey the opinion of Hungarian CEOs on
the economic environment, their own business prospects, and
the difficulties and threats they are facing.
Based on personal interviews, our survey provides unique
insight into the thinking and strategic direction of Hungarian
CEOs, and enables comparison with the views of chief
executives around the world.
In total, 165 CEOs from seven industries took part in our 2018
survey.
Recent results of the survey showes while CEOs across the
world are increasingly anxious about broader societal threats,
Hungarian CEOs are more concerned about problems in their
own market, mostly in connection with their employees. In
Hungary, the availability of key skills, changing workforce
demographics,
increasing
tax burden on labour are the
Labour shortageand
emerges
as top threat
greatest
to chief
executives,
who atseem
much
More than challenges
half of Hungarian CEOs
are planning
to increase headcount
their company
eachless
year. However, they are facing labour and skills shortages: 59% found it difficult to hire staff
troubled
bydigital
global
problems.
with the right
skills, and
an even higher percentage reported that they had difficulties
in recruiting for skilled talent.

Respondents planning
to increase headcount

The percentage of CEOs saying they would like to increase
their staff numbers has been over 50% for years now. The
biggest challenge, however, is what HR strategy they should
put into practice to reach that goal. They recognise that in
order to attract talent, companies need to make the right
value proposition. As a result, many employers help their
employees acquire the flexibility to meet future workplace
demands. Ninety percent of respondents believe they need to
strengthen soft skills (e.g. teamwork, communication) in their
organisation alongside digital skills.
CEOs’ opinion on responding to disruptions has changed
markedly since our last survey. While in 2014 changes in
industry regulation and customer behaviour were the least
predictable factors, the majority of respondents now think
that changes in core production technologies are the most
disruptive. More than half of the CEOs in this year’s survey are
concerned about an increase in the number of competitors,
changes in distribution channels, and changing customer
behaviour.
The website and the publication summarizing the results of
the survey is available by clicking here:
https://www.pwc.com/hu/en/ceo.html

Overall, how easy or difcult is it for you to
recruit for digital or skilled talent?

55% 2018
51% 2017
54% 2016

59%

84%

(chart shows percentage of respondents saying it is difﬁcult)

11

Hungarian CEOs lean
towards optimism
PwC’s 7th Hungarian CEO Survey
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Tax Dialogue
Our Tax Dialogue 2018 conference took place in November
2017. Tax Dialogue is held annually, at year-end, about
expected tax changes. At the event, PwC’s experts and officials
from the Ministry for National Economy and the National Tax
and Customs Authority give presentations on the tax changes
that will take effect from January.
Participants have the opportunity to not only learn about
key amendments, but can also directly ask the legislators
questions about the changes.
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Key players in our supply chain

Cooperating trade organisations

We are putting increasing emphasis on the selection of our
suppliers. We strive to develop long-term relationships with
them, thereby ensuring the quality of the services we receive.
In the past few years we have also increased the number of
our non-profit suppliers.

Due to our consulting work, we are in contact and engage
in dialogue with many community groups, professional
organisations, non-profit and regulatory bodies.

In the 2018 financial year, we attached our updated
Terms of Business (ToB) to all supplier contracts. Our ToB
contains data protection provisions, and we also require our
suppliers to undertake to operate responsibly in line with
the Ten Principles of the UN Global Compact (https://www.
unglobalcompact.org/what-is-gc/mission/principles).
Selecting our suppliers – steps taken to support the nonprofit sector
As in previous years, in December 2017 we organised a
Christmas market in our office building, with charitable
foundations and associations selling goods created by
disadvantaged people.
The following organisations participated in our Christmas
market:
Bárka Alapítvány, Kézenfogva - Lámpás 92; Jövőt Nekik is
Alapítvány; Kék Madár Alapítvány; Őrzők Alapítvány; Katalin
Reményi, gold and silversmith.
In addition, we selected non-profit organisations as
suppliers for several of our events:
• “It’s about others” catering services:
Hungarian Food Bank Association
•	CEO Survey results presentation, catering services:
Kék Madár Alapítvány, Ízlelő Étterem, Szekszárd
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• Summer Sports Day:
	
Humusz Association – awareness raising workshop,
focusing on recycling and reducing waste
Homoludens – board games and activities
Messzelátó Association – bike blender
Hintalovon Foundation – “Digital parenting” presentation
Mind the Mind – Workshop of the “It’s about others”
winning team on mental disorders
• C
 ircular economy business breakfast, catering services:
No Waste Bistro
For several years, one of our trusted suppliers has been
ERFO Közhasznú Nonprofit Kft., a company that provides
rehabilitation employment services to people with disabilities.
After a history of successful cooperation, we ordered the
waterproof bags from them for winners of our Sports Day
competition.

We cooperate with or are members of the following
organisations:
American Chamber of Commerce
Association of Hungarian Automotive Component
Manufacturers
Association of Japanese Enterprises in Hungary
British Chamber of Commerce
Budapest Chamber of Commerce and Industry
Business Council for Sustainable Development in Hungary
Certified Information Systems Auditor
Civil Impact
Civil Support
Confederation of Hungarian Employers and Industrialists
Deutscher Wirtschaftsclub Ungarn
Deutsch-Ungarische Industrie- und Handelskammer
Hungarian Association of Consulting Engineers and Architects
Hungarian Automotive Industry Association (MAGE)
Hungarian Business Leaders’ Forum
Hungarian Chamber of Auditors
Hungarian Donors’ Forum
Hungarian Electromobility Association
Hungarian Hotel and Restaurant Association
Hungarian Private Equity and Venture Capital Association
Hungarian Public Procurement Advisors’ Association
Hungarian Service & Outsourcing Association
ICT Association of Hungary (IVSZ)
Industry 4.0 National Technology Platform
Irish-Hungarian Business Circle
ISC
Joint Venture Association
NeSsT Hungary
Project Management Institute
Volunteering Hungary – Centre of Social Innovation (ÖKA)
Wirtschaftsprüferkammer (WPK)
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2.3 Awards and recognition
PwC achieved 4th place in Universum’s ranking of Europe’s
Most Attractive Employers in 2017. More than 198,500
business students in Europe’s 12 largest economies took
Universum’s Talent Survey and weighed in on what
companies they find most attractive.

Business Council for Sustainable
Development in Hungary (BCSDH)

PwC ranked 8th on the Brand Finance Global 500 list of the
strongest and most valuable brands worldwide.
Universum
World’s Most Attractive
Employer
2017

4th place

The survey is conducted each
year among business and
engineering/IT students of top
higher educational institutions in
the world’s 12 largest economies
(by GDP). Universum’s Talent
Survey ranked the most attractive
employers based on responses
from more than 24,000
participants.

Brand Finance Index 2017
The World’s 10 Most
Powerful Brand

8th place
First among the Big Four

A ranking of the most valuable
brands in the world. Each brand
has been accorded a brand rating:
a benchmark study of the
strength, risk and future potential
of a brand relative to its
competitor set as well as a Brand
Value: a summary measure of the
financial strength of the brand.
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The Business Council for Sustainable Development in
Hungary (BCSDH) is the Hungarian partner organisation
of the World Business Council for Sustainable Development
(WBCSD). Established in 1992, Swiss-based WBCSD is a
global, CEO-led organisation of over 200 leading businesses
in more than 70 countries, working together to accelerate the
transition to a sustainable world.
The mission of BCSD Hungary is to promote sustainable
development among their members and other actors of the
Hungarian economy, thus generating new and innovative
thinking for improving their competitiveness, which should
eventually contribute to the sustainable development of
the economy, to the quality of life and the preservation of
environmental and natural resources.

What motivated us to join BCSDH?
Improving and presenting our sustainable business practices
and corporate CR programmes, knowledge sharing, and
building relationships – our firm is represented in the
organisation’s meetings by Andrea Major, Partner. In June
2018, we successfully organised a joint event on circular
economy. Visit our website to find out more.
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3.1 Innovative solutions in our daily operations
At PwC, we strive to serve our clients using innovative,
state-of-the-art tools and methodologies, while at the same
time providing reliable services our clients can depend on in
their day-to-day operations. We also aim to adopt a forwardlooking and sustainable approach in conducting our own
operations and choosing our projects at our local offices.

Innovation Jam
– Opening the way to innovation
We devoted the April 21 working Saturday to innovation, and held our first Innovation Jam. Participants had the opportunity
to choose from a variety of creative group activities – for example, a coding workshop for beginners, and a design thinking
workshop where attendees mastered the basics of innovative thinking.
In our interactive tech tour, our colleagues field tested such technologies as 3D printing, VR headsets, mind-controlled table
football, and drones. These innovative technologies were demonstrated by project teams in our 3rd floor meeting space.

Regional innovation leader Tamás Lőcsei said about the
event:

I think the Innovation
Jam was a success, with
more than 200
participants, which
demonstrates our
openness to innovation.
Based on the feedback we
received, there is a growing
need to present our solutions
in-house, so we will need to place
even more emphasis on cooperation and
knowledge sharing.”
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Robotic Process Automation
Digitisation is also making strides in the audit profession. At
PwC, we strive to serve our clients using innovative, stateof-the-art tools and methodologies, while at the same time
providing reliable services our clients can depend on in their
day-to-day operations. We continually seek opportunities
where technology can increase the quality and effectiveness
of our services by automating repetitive tasks that require
excessive manual labour, using various tools such as robotic
process automation.
Connect
Our auditors keep close contact with our clients during their
work. To support this, we have introduced Connect, a system
that organises incoming and outgoing mail, and sends alerts
of mandatory notices and information requests. Incoming
data from clients are also made available through Connect
in an organised fashion. As an extra feature, automated mail
templates are also available, which are populated with key
data using Excel macros.

Smart city – We also support
sustainability indirectly through our
work

Smart Tax Solutions – Simple,
automated answers to tax-related
questions

When choosing our projects we focus on value-creation
but also consider its impacts. The European Investment
Bank has asked our firm to prepare a report on the “smart
city maturity” of the cities of V4 countries. In Hungary,
Debrecen and Kaposvár have been selected as pilot cities. We
analysed in detail the state of development of various aspects
of smart cities: smart governance, IT, energy and facility
management, transport, water and waste management, social
infrastructure, funding, and implementation models. We hope
that the project will greatly improve funding opportunities
for smart projects in the V4 countries, as the lack of funding is
currently a major setback in smart city development.

In Hungary, we strive to become a key player in automated
tax solutions. We have created an IT tool to facilitate online
communication between invoicing systems and the tax
authority, enabling businesses to comply with the new
regulations more quickly and efficiently, and save the cost of
internal development.
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Automated resource booking
Allocating resources to a multitude of projects can be a
daunting process – that’s why we have colleagues dedicated
to this task. Recognising both the complex nature of this
task and the opportunity for automation, we have created
an algorithm to support this task, which is now being
implemented. After assessing resource needs, an optimisation
engine calculates the ideal staff allocation based on grade,
previous assignments and other data obtained from Talent
Link, and then resources are booked by software bots.
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3.2 Environmental and operational awareness
Modern, environmentally friendly
offices
PwC has spent its fourth year in the Eiffel Palace. The Eiffel
Palace is the first office development project in East-Central
Europe to meet the strict requirements of both the BREEAM
and LEED environmental standards with excellent results. In
the past year, the electricity produced by solar panels installed
on our office building was used in common areas.
Green features of the building:
• energy efficiency class “A”;
• the roof accommodates 120 solar panels sufficient to
produce 50,000 kWh/a of electricity;
• the building is heated and cooled using an air-source heat
pump system;
• the CO2 emission of the building is reduced by more
than 30% through the use of local low and zero carbon
technology (VRV system, solar energy water heating, PV
system);
• high-efficiency lighting systems are controlled by sunlight
and motion sensors;
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• rainwater utilisation system with a storage capacity of
200 m3; rainwater is used for flushing toilets and watering
plants;
• external facade lighting with a LED source and BMS
control;
• elevators with high energy efficiency;
• more than 60 m2 of plant wall in the lobby, watered with
rainwater;
• 100 bicycle stands and 8 showers available to cyclists;
• good accessibility by public transport;
• the proximity of bicycle routes providing an alternative
means of transport;
• photovoltaic panels providing electricity for electric and
hybrid vehicle chargers;
• the use of faucet aerators to conserve water;
• energy-efficient cooling/heating system;
• automatic lighting control using presence and motion
detectors;
• local separated waste collection (in both the
implementation and operational phases);
• environmentally responsible waste management;
• extensive green roof on multiple levels;
• chargers for electric and hybrid cars;
• waterless car wash using little or no water.

Responsible operation
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Our operation by numbers
Electronic waste

Paper waste

FY 2018:

FY 2018:

0,72 t
0,9 kg/capita

4,5 t
5,7 kg/capita

FY 2017: 0,92 t

FY 2017: 4,8 t

Total energy
consumption

Municipal wate

Headcount

2018

776
2017

661

Paper use
As service providers, we impact our environment with our
operations, rather than with tangible products. What we create
is information, which in many cases is still paper-based. Due to
our significant paper usage (about 1,500 financial statements
annually) we strive to offer our employees alternative solutions
in order to avoid unnecessary printing. For example, we urge
our employees to only print final versions of materials and use
recycled paper; timestamp their digital documents; and use
the projection screens in meeting rooms instead of printing
out materials. We centrally configured default printing options
on laptops to two-sided black and white printing. We present
the results of our campaign to reduce paper use in detail in the
“Green office task force” section below.
Our paper use

FY 2018:

666 666 kWh
859 kWh/capita
Office space:

8,325 m2
,
We use

FY 2018:

FY 2017: 755 018 kWh

1056 m3
1,3 m3/capita

Recycled waste
Plastic

Recycled waste
Paper

60%

of the total office space

FY 2018:

57 m
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FY 2018:

3

343 m 0,44m3/fő
3

569 = 2 847 = 1,4235 m = 7,1
boxes

pack

2320
sheet/capita

sheets

tonnes
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Petrol-powered

Diesel

FY 2017:
305 378 km

FY 2017:
446 407 km
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430 217 km 521 207 km

Daily travel with electric cars

Air transport in numbers

Our firm owns two Nissan Leaf all-electric cars, which
demonstrate our commitment to environmental
consciousness and sustainability. We use these cars for courier
services. Where possible, our staff also use them instead of
taxis or rented cars to visit clients in Budapest, reducing our
environmental impact on the city. The cars are very popular
among our colleagues because they are not only practical but
sport a strikingly colourful design as well.

Short-haul
(less than 460 km)
FY 2017: 9 954 passenger miles

Medium-haul
(between 460 km and 3,700 km)

Long-haul

Usage figures for firm-owned and leased vehicles:

(more than 3,700 km)
FY 2017: 1 225 329 passenger miles

Electric cars (2)

25 662 km
FY 2017:
30 530 km

Diesel

FY 2017:
305 378 km

FY 2017:
446 407 km

430 217 km 521 207 km

14 697

584 592
passenger miles

FY 2017: 500 000 passenger miles

Road transport in numbers

Petrol-powered

14 697

passenger miles

Short-haul
Sustainability
report
(less than 460
km) PwC Hungary 1 July 2017 – 30 June 2018
passenger miles

813 977
passenger miles
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Green office task force
Our “green office” task force meets every month to discuss
ideas on how to incorporate environmental consciousness
into our day-to-day operations and off-work activities. We
are reaching out to as many colleagues as possible from
different units within our firm, so we can consider different
issues and needs when developing our projects. This year,
our awareness-raising campaign focussed on reducing plastic
waste in our office, which we popularised through internal
communication channels (daily Napindító newsletters,
articles in our in-house magazine, and posters), and mobilised
for recycling. In cooperation with our events team, we used
recycled cups and biodegradable cutlery and plates in our
catered events. We also gave away canvas tote bags with a
logo for eco-friendly shopping.
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Outdoor activities
– Renovating huts in the Börzsöny mountains
In May a group of colleagues, together with friends
and family, helped renovate the research station of the
Erdőmentők Foundation in Kismaros. Once the renovation
is completed, Erdőmentők will use the hut to organise
programmes for handicapped children.

I’m glad that the company I work for is
housed in an office building that
uses rain water, solar energy,
and offers facilities for electric
and hybrid vehicles. As soon
as I heard there is a team
dedicated to promoting
environmental awareness as
part of our corporate culture,
I decided to join. For many
years I have been mindful of
reducing the burden I place on my
environment. To members of our green task
force, this is self-evident. Individual ideas and
best practices are adopted by other team
members, showing a positive example to our
desk mates and other people we meet in and
outside the office.
Zsófia Dali, e-learning specialist, PwC’s Academy

Globally, we reduced our fuel consumption
by 4% (tCO2e).

2018

592,293 tCO2e
2017

618,845 tCO2e
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3.3 Our presence in Hungary
PwC is one of the world’s leading business consultancy firms. We help
our clients achieve their goals through our industry-specific professional
services.
In Hungary, in our offices in Budapest and Győr, 776 employees assist our
clients in three main service areas: assurance, tax and legal, and advisory
services, and in many other specialties.
We have grown to become a leading audit and business advisory firm
because we have been gathering experience ever since we were established
in 1854. We use this experience and combine it with our local expertise. The
source of this experience and expertise is our people, on whom our present
and future depends, and so they and our future employees represent the
focus topics among our key issues.
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Our services
Advisory

Assurance services

Tax and legal services

Management consulting services
• Strategy & Operation
• CRM & Customer Technologies
• Project, program and investment
management
• Business restructuring
• Innovation management

Core assurance services

Tax Controversy & Dispute Resolution
(TCDR)

Financial and transaction advisory
• Valuation & Economics
• Fraud prevention and detection
• Core transaction services
• Business Recovery Services
• Infrastructure consulting
• M&A and financing advisory
services
• Property

Value-added assurance services
Risk Assurance Services (RAS)
• Internal audit services
• Risk management, governance and
compliance
• Technology
• Audit support
Accounting Advisory and PwC’s
Academy
• Capital Markets and Accounting
Advisory Services (CMAAS)
• Treasury
• Actuarial services
• PwC’s Academy

Technology consulting
• IT deployment and systems
integration
• CIO agenda, project lifecycle
management
• Digital architecture  
• Enterprise Analytics
• Digital business
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Tax Policy
State Aid and Tax Incentives
Tax Reporting & Strategy
• Consulting on tax and accounting
technology
• Tax Strategy & Operation
• Accounting review
• Accounting Compliance Services
• Payroll
• Payroll review
• Tax returns / deferred tax
People and Organisation
• Global Mobility
• Global visa solutions
• Personal income tax, and social security
contributions payable by employers
• Private clients
• Marketing campaigns and corporate
events
• Change management and
communication
• Analyses and surveys
• HR organisation and functions
• Strategic HRM
• Organisational culture
• Remuneration and benefits

Legal services
• Company law, corporate restructuring,
investments
• Private clients
• Legal disputes and tax litigation
• Mergers and acquisitions (M&A)
• Banking & Finance Law
• Public Law
• Energy
• Corporate criminal law
• Competition law and consumer protection
• Property
• Intellectual Property, IT, Data Protection, and
Technology, Telecommunications & Media
• Labour law
Indirect Tax
• Value Added Tax (VAT)
• Smart Tax – Automated tax solutions
• Customs and international trade
• Excise duty, environmental product fee, and
public health product tax
Corporate tax
• Mergers & acquisitions
• General corporate tax consulting &
restructuring, structuring for private equity and
strategic investors, including private company
services
• R&D-related tax allowances
• Tax allowance for support provided for popular
team sports and performing arts
• Development tax incentive
• Tax incentive for investment projects related to
energy efficiency
• Transfer pricing
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Legal entities, ownership
structure
PricewaterhouseCoopers Auditing Ltd. (“PwC
Auditing Ltd.”) was established as a limited
liability company and registered in Hungary
(address: 1055 Budapest, Bajcsy-Zsilinszky
út 78., company registration number:
0109063022).
The company’s tax and advisory business
lines demerged effective 1 July 2011 into a
new entity named PricewaterhouseCoopers
Hungary Ltd. (“PwC Hungary Ltd.”).
The shares and voting rights of the Company
as of 30 June 2018 were held by:
• PricewaterhouseCoopers Spolka z.o.o.
(11.75 % % ownership, registered in
Poland)
• PricewaterhouseCoopers Eastern Europe
BV (1.5% ownership, registered in the
Netherlands)
• PricewaterhouseCoopers CEE Firm
Services s.r.o. (86.75% ownership,
registered in Slovakia)
The majority of the voting rights are held
by PricewaterhouseCoopers Spolka z o.o.,
an audit company, in compliance with the
provisions of Hungarian law regarding audit
companies.
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Such entities are ultimately owned by the
partners of PricewaterhouseCoopers in our
Central and Eastern European firms. PwC
Ltd. cooperates with other Central and
Eastern European member firms to provide
services to local and mutual international
clients operating in our region.
This cooperation is organised through
a regional management team which, in
addition to ensuring the adherence of these
regional firms to the policies and procedures
of PwC International Limited (PwCIL),
enables resource sharing, the enforcement
of risk management policies and quality
standards.
Each national member firm also has its
own management structure in place,
in accordance with relevant legal and
operational requirements. This legal structure
and network arrangement gives each member
firm the flexibility and autonomy to respond
quickly and effectively to conditions in its
local market. It also reflects the fact that
regulatory authorities in most countries
grant the right to practise as auditors to
nationally based firms in which locally
qualified professional auditors (or in the
European Union a combination of auditors
and or EU audit firms) have at least a majority
ownership and control.

1849
1854
1865
1874

1898

Samuel Lowell Price sets up
business in London.
Price, Holyland and
Waterhouse join forces in
partnership.
The company’s name
changes to Price, Waterhouse
& Co.

1865
William Cooper establishes
his own practice in London,
which seven years later
becomes Cooper Brothers.

1898
Robert H. Montgomery,
William M. Lybrand, Adam
A. Ross Jr. and his brother
T. Edward Ross form
Lybrand, Ross Brothers
and Montgomery.

1957

1957

1982

Price Waterhouse world firm is formed.

Lybrand, Ross Bros &
Montgomery, Cooper
Brothers & Co, McDonald
and Currie and Co. (Canada)
merge to form Coopers &
Lybrand.

1989

Price Waterhouse opens its first office in Hungary. Coopers
and Lybrand Hungary is formed.

1998

Worldwide merger of Price Waterhouse and Coopers &
Lybrand creates PricewaterhouseCoopers.

2010

As part of our rebranding efforts, we changed our name
from PricewaterhouseCoopers to PwC.

2011

PwC opens its first regional office in Győr.

2012

The CEO Survey is launched in Hungary.

2014

PwC moves into the Eiffel Palace.

2017

The number of staff exceeds 800.

2018

Tamás Lőcsei takes over as PwC Hungary’s CEO. His predecessor, Nick Kós,
becomes CEO for the CEE region from 1 July.

PwC’s history
Sustainability report PwC Hungary 1 July 2017 – 30 June 2018
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Governance
PwC Hungary has its own local management structure in place, in
accordance with relevant legal and operational requirements. This
legal structure and network arrangement gives it the flexibility and
autonomy to respond quickly and effectively to conditions in its local
market. We are responsible for coordinating our own management
processes in compliance with PwC’s policies and regulations, including
the way in which we provide quality services to our clients. Within the
Central and Eastern European grouping of PwC member firms, which
includes 29 national territories, a matrix system of management is
operated. The partners elect a Chief Executive every four years, who
appoints a Management Board comprising of Territory Chief Executives
and Operational Leaders from functional and business lines. This
Board is responsible for setting broad business objectives and ensuring
compliance with PwC International’s policies.
Across geographical lines, the policy and business objectives of
each principal business line (assurance, tax, legal and advisory)
are set by the business line management team. Oversight of the
Regional Management Board on behalf of the partners is carried
out by an elected regional Partners’ Council, which approves key
policies and decisions that affect partners, in close cooperation with
the Management Board. They are responsible for making strategic
decisions and dealing with risk management issues.
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PwC Hungary’s organisational structure between 1 July 2017
and 30 June 2018
Nick Kós

Country Managing Partner

Internal firm services

Tamás Lőcsei

Ádám Osztovits

Árpád Balázs

Tax and legal services

Advisory

Audit

Legal services
State Aid & Incentives
Indirect tax related
advisory services
Personal income tax and
social security consulting

Capital Markets and Accounting
Advisory Services

Bookkeeping and payroll
services

Risk Assurance Services

Reviews of the efficiency
of payroll accounting

Nick Kós, FCA
Árpád Balázs ACCA, registered statutory auditor
Éva Barsi, chief executive.

Corporate tax related
advisory services
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Technology consulting

Value-added assurance
services

PwC’s Academy

Foreign VAT refund
applications

The Company’s supreme body is the Shareholders’ Meeting, which is
convened at least once annually.

Deals

Audit Services

Transfer pricing

PwC Kft. is managed by the managing directors appointed by the
shareholders. The managing directors as of 30 June 2018 are:

A three-member Supervisory Board was also elected, consisting of the
following members: Dr. László Réti, Paul Grocott,
and Todd Bradshaw.

Management consulting
services

Smart Tax Solutions

In Hungary, the members of the Territory Leadership
Team (TLT) are:
the Country Managing Partner; the lead partners of Tax
& Legal Services, Assurance, and Advisory; the head of
HR; and the Chief Financial Officer.

The TLT is responsible for implementing global and
regional policies and strategy, and for the direction and
management of our firm at the local level.
TLT members’ performance is evaluated each year under
the supervision of the Partner Council (which carries out
oversight of PwC CEE), which ensures independence.

Responsible operation
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3.4 Our global network – PwC International
PricewaterhouseCoopers International Limited (“PwC
International”) is one of the world’s largest networks of
professional services firms. PwC’s 250,000 employees help our
clients and stakeholders in 721 offices in 158 countries with
industry-specific audit, tax, legal and advisory services.

Budapest and
Győr

776

employees

PwC is a global network of separate firms, operating locally in
countries around the world.
PwC firms are members of PricewaterhouseCoopers
International Limited and have the right to use the
PricewaterhouseCoopers name. As members of the PwC
network, PwC firms share knowledge, skills and resources. This
membership facilitates PwC firms to work together to provide
high-quality services on a global scale to international and local
clients, while retaining the advantages of being local businesses
– including being knowledgeable about local laws, regulations,
standards and practices.
Being a member of the PwC network means firms also agree to
abide by certain common policies and maintain the standards
of the PwC network. Each firm engages in quality control and
compliance monitoring activities, covering the provision of
services, ethics and business conduct, and the compliance with
specific, strict standards for independence monitoring and
protection.
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Western
Europe

Asia

75,151
employees

North, Central and
South America

Central and
Eastern Europe

68,963
employees

11,538

71,222

employees

employees

Middle East
and Africa

15,090
employees

Australasia and the
Pacific

8,966
employees
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PwCIL is a UK private company limited by guarantee. PwCIL acts as a coordinating
entity for PwC firms and does not practise accountancy or provide services to clients.
PwCIL works to develop and implement policies and initiatives to create a common and
coordinated approach for PwC firms in key areas such as strategy, brand, and risk and
quality. PwC firms use the PwC name and draw on the resources and methodologies of
the PwC network. In return, PwC firms are required to comply with common policies
and the standards of the PwC network.
A PwC firm of PwCIL cannot act as agent of PwCIL or any other PwC firm, and it is
only liable for its own acts or omissions and not those of PwCIL or any other PwC firm.
PwCIL has no right or ability to control any member firm’s exercise of professional
judgement.
The governance bodies of PwCIL are:
• Global Board, which is responsible for the governance of PwCIL, the oversight of the
Network Leadership Team and the approval of Network Standards.
The Board does not have an external role. Board members are elected by partners
from all PwC firms around the world every four years.
• Network Leadership Team, which is responsible for setting the overall strategy for
the PwC network and the standards to which the PwC firms agree to adhere.
• Strategy Council, which is made up of the leaders of the largest PwC firms of the
network, agrees the strategic direction of the Network and facilitates alignment for
the execution of strategy.
• Network Executive Team is appointed by and reports to the Network Leadership
Team. Its members are responsible for leading teams drawn from Network firms to
coordinate activities across all areas of our business.
• Olga Grygier-Siddons, from 1st July 2018 Nick Kós – the Chief Executive of PwC
CEE is a member of the Strategy Council and maintains the relationships with the
Network Leadership Team.
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3.5 Economic indicators
These are our key economic indicators for the past two years:

Net sales

18 167 695 t HUF
17 063 319 t HUF

Balance sheet total

12 093 073 t HUF
14 229 752 t HUF

Income

22 257 924 t HUF
19 786 000 t HUF

Operating expenses

16 543 948 t HUF
14 887 224 t HUF

Employee’s
wages and benefits

6 916 722 t HUF
6 243 894 t HUF

Taxes

7 367 618 t HUF
8 503 496 t HUF

776
Number of employees
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661

FY 2018
FY 2017
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3.6 Promoting lasting and sustainable economic growth
– Our economic role
EVP (Employer Value Proposition) survey
It is the shared responsibility of governmental stakeholders
and companies to ensure the full and efficient employment
of young job seekers. To that end, it is crucial for market
players to be aware of the preferences of the next generation
of employees, for governments to understand what makes it
worthwhile for young people to remain in Hungary, and for
companies to provide benefits and flexible work options that
are popular with young workers.
At PwC, we combine knowledge from 158 countries with
local expertise. Our purpose worldwide is to create value for
our clients by delivering the highest quality outcomes. As
a professional services firm, it is very important for us that
we take an active role and become opinion leaders in the
Hungarian business community. We are proud of sharing our
knowledge, not only with our clients to solve their problems,
but also with a wider public at various events, in blog entries
and in other publications.

Publications and surveys
The aim of PwC Hungary’s experts is to share valuable
information with our clients and stakeholders that support
them in their business decisions. Our market analyses
and reports highlight current business trends, key market
dynamics, and the effects of legal regulations in Hungary
and throughout the region. Our publications help our clients
understand market developments, and provide up-to-date
information on the most important changes in their industry.
In addition to our reports and newsletters, our experts also
publish blog articles about topical issues concerning economic
growth and development. Check out PwC Hungary’s blog at
www.pwc.com/hu/hu/blog.  
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In the survey, PwC Hungary asked 13,000 high schoolers,
college students and recent graduates about their job
preferences. The aim of the survey was to examine the
job preferences of future employees. Asked to rank job
characteristics in order of importance, prospective hires put
flexible work options, a good rapport with colleagues, and
base salary at the top of the list. In the survey we also asked
participants about what motivates them to seek employment
abroad, and what factors would make them stay in Hungary.
The answer to both questions was salary and benefits,
and career development. However, a strong argument
for moving abroad is that, in addition to more attractive
financial prospects, there are better chances for professional
development. An interesting finding was that vision and
strategy are not a top priority; rather, respondents value open
communication. Survey results also show that the automotive
industry is one of the most attractive areas for young workers.

Automotive Supplier Survey
www.pwc.com/hu

Magyarországi Autóipari
Beszállítói Felmérés 2018

Echoing the findings of many
other surveys, PwC’s Hungarian
Automotive Supplier Survey 2018
concluded that the number one
risk to growth prospects is the lack
of qualified labour: 78% of the
respondents marked it as a threat.

In recent years, the demand
for qualified professionals has
increased perceptibly – a third
of the companies surveyed have
already been forced to reject orders citing a labour shortage.
In response to this situation, 80% of the companies surveyed
offer more appealing benefits, while 64% are trying to win
over employees with training courses. Almost half of the
respondents employ foreign workers because they cannot
hire the required staff from the Hungarian labour market.
Suppliers are more and more interested in robotisation in
jobs where workers performing low value-added work can be
replaced by machines.
Key automotive trends of the future include the change in
mobility, the increasing popularity of car sharing, changes in
individual mobility, and the availability of mobility to more
persons.
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Circular economy

How much is your data worth?

Presentations

PwC is committed to sustainable
business practices. In accordance
with that approach, our
colleagues explored in a recent
report the opportunities the
circular economy has to offer
for businesses. In the report,
we examined more than 70
domestic and international
case studies, and provided an
outlook on Industry 4.0. In May,
we organised a free business
breakfast where we showcased some of the solutions outlined
in the report. Presenters included the representative of the
Business Council for Sustainable Development in Hungary
on using circular models, an expert from Heineken on energy
efficiency, the creator of Platio on their modular solar paving
system, and the founders of BeeRides Car Sharing on a new
concept for car sharing.

At the heart of the digital
transformation that has permeated
Mennyit ér az adat?
every aspect of our lives is realtime data and analytics. Our
report provides guidance on this
new, emerging market. To tap the
market’s potential, companies
need to adopt a structured
approach, find a suitable point of
entry, and select an area they want
to focus on. While this approach
depends to a large extent on the
industry concerned, as digitisation progresses, it will become
less clear who will come into possession of the most valuable
data.

Knowledge sharing is of particular importance to PwC.
Our experts gave presentations as guest speakers at several
professional events and participated in panel discussions in
the 2018 financial year as well. The General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR) recently came into force across the EU.
Our colleagues gave presentations at several important events
on its legal and IT implications. We also organised a successful
conference series on this subject.

PwC Hungary is committed to
building a circular future – we
approach both our own
business processes and
client engagements with a
sustainability mindset.”
Ádám Osztovits
Partner, Advisory, service line leader
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www.pwc.com/hu

Új szolgáltatások és bevételi lehetőségek
nyomában

Data is becoming more and more important, and we still
have a long way to go until we have fully exploited our data
capabilities. As a result, effective stewardship of data assets
has become a cornerstone of innovation and corporate
strategy. Executives are focussing their attention on their data
assets, and sources of funding are also ensured. One need
only think of the massive IT systems of organisations that
store and manage huge amounts of (structured and nonstructured) data every day.
Key market players of the digital world whose business
models are based on data services include Facebook,
LinkedIn, Google and Amazon, innovators that show the way
forward. Our report demonstrates how data can become a
treasured asset, and how it can give rise to new markets and
services, and even forge business alliances.

The lack of skilled labour has become more and more
pressing in recent years, a challenge faced by most Hungarian
businesses. Our experts shared their experience on new
challenges in the labour market, modern HR technologies,
and the expectations of the workforce of the future. A
stand-out event is the conference on competitive education
organised by AmCham, which we have supported for
years. The event aims to provide a platform to stakeholders
(decision makers, teachers, parents, students, and business
representatives) to discuss labour market expectations of the
educational system, areas to be developed, and opportunities
for cooperation. A further aim is to facilitate dialogue
between businesses and governmental actors that would
increase Hungary’s long-term labour market competitiveness.
PwC is a supporter of the National Tax Consultation, the
unique tax conference started by the Hungarian tax authority.
The two-day event, which consisted of plenary and breakout
sessions, gave attendees an overview of expected changes in
tax and customs regulations, and an opportunity to exchange
ideas and suggestions in round table discussions.
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3.6 Quality and risk management

3.7 Human rights

As a member firm of PwC International we are obliged to
abide by the common risk and quality standards approved by
the organisation. These standards are supplemented by local
legal requirements and the professional quality standards of
the Hungarian Chamber of Auditors and, where applicable,
third country audit quality standards, if required to report on
an entity from such a country.

No human rights violations were reported during the period
concerned.

Our detailed quality control procedures are set out in our
PwC Audit Guide and in the PwC Risk Management policies
and guidance. The following summarises the key policies,
attitudes, behaviours and actions which ensure that we
maintain a consistently high level of audit quality.
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Local management does not formally meet on a regular basis
to analyse current economic, societal or environmental risks.
Such analysis would only take place in specific cases.
PwC prescribes mandatory e-learning courses aimed at
educating staff members about risk management, anticorruption and anti-money laundering issues.
Those criteria are:
• Managing Risk with Integrity 2018 – online course to be
completed in each financial year.
• Combatting Corruption and Money Laundering – this
course must be completed by all new joiners by the
specified deadline.

We believe it’s our responsibility to respect and uphold the
human rights of our people and any other individuals we are
in contact with. We seek to integrate human rights into our
existing business practices, in accordance with our human
rights policy.
PwC’s Global Human Rights Statement is available on our
website: http://www.pwc.com/gx/en/about-pwc/pwchuman-rights-policy.pdf.
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3.8 Ethical requirements
We take pride in the fact that our services add value by
helping to improve transparency, trust and consistency of
business processes. In order to succeed, we must grow and
develop, both as individuals and business. Our core values
of Excellence, Teamwork and Leadership help us to achieve
this growth. We conduct our business within the framework
of applicable professional standards, laws, and regulations
together with PwC policies and standards. This objective
incorporates, inter alia, full compliance with the IESBA
(International Ethics Standards Board for Accountants) Code
of Ethics for Professional Accountants. However, we also
acknowledge that these standards, laws, and policies do not
govern all types of behaviour. As a result, we also have a Code
of conduct which is applicable and issued to all PwC people
and firms. This Code is based on our values and takes them
to the next level – demonstrating our values in action. The
Code defines how we should behave and conduct business
in a wide range of settings and situations. It also contains a
“framework for ethical decision making’’ to assist partners and
staff in deciding on the right course of action in addressing
ethical dilemmas they can come across. Partners and staff are
expected to not only live by the Code values in their careers
with PwC but to also help others at PwC do the same.
CEE has a fully integrated Ethics & Business Conduct network.
Supervision over ethical matters in CEE is carried out by the
regional Ethics and Business Conduct Leader. Each country
has a local Ethics and Business Conduct Team responsible for
promoting ethics locally. This includes, but is not limited to,
communication and training to local country partners and
staff.
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Each PwC office has access to the detailed supplementary
guidance to our Code of conduct. These policies include
guidance on such matters as the receipt of gifts from clients,
close personal relationships and how staff should proceed if
they become aware of unethical behaviour by any partner or
employee.
CEE has a region-wide tool accessible to all partners and staff
to enable the sending of anonymous queries to a selected
Ethics & Business Conduct team. Individuals from outside of
PwC, including our clients’ personnel, can submit a query,
including in an anonymous manner, by using a global PwC
communications tool available from http://www.pwc.com.

The IESBA Code of Ethics and PwC standards are
supplemented with the Ethical Rules of the Hungarian
Chamber of Auditors.
To find out more about PwC Hungary’s global quality
management system, ethical requirements, independence
policy and the effectiveness of our internal quality control
system, please refer to our 2018 Transparency Report.
The PwC Code of Conduct is available here: https://www.
pwc.com/gx/en/about/ethics-business-conduct.html
www.pwc.com/codeofconduct

Living our Purpose
and Values

When potential non-compliance with our Code of conduct
is reported or otherwise suspected, steps are taken to
investigate, and where appropriate, remedy the situation.

PwC’s Code of Conduct
May 2017

Partners and staff are encouraged to report and express their
concerns and must do so fairly, honestly and respectfully. PwC
is committed to protecting individuals against retaliation.
Partners and staff at PwC are responsible for addressing
issues that are brought to their attention. The CEE Complaints
and Allegations policy sets the protocols for investigating
the issues reported. All amendments needed to the firm’s
systems or policies, identified during the course of an ethical
investigation, are addressed.
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3.9 About our sustainability report
Purpose of the report
We have prepared sustainability reports at PwC Hungary
since 2012. The internal review carried out as part of the
reporting process clarified the extent to which our corporate
systems and processes affect our economic, environmental
and social performance, and highlighted the areas for
improvement that could further improve our performance in
the field of sustainability.
Limits of the report
The report contains consolidated information on the
economic, social and environmental performance of PwC’s
Hungarian member firm. The reporting period includes – in
accordance with our financial year – the one-year interval
between 1 July 2017 and 30 June 2018 (FY 2018). Due
to the special calculation of the financial year, besides
the information and data, the special measurement and
calculation methods are also shown where necessary. Where
possible, we have also provided the data of the previous
financial year (2016 and 2017) to facilitate comparison.
We have prepared the report in accordance with the Global
Reporting Initiative (GRI) reporting framework in terms of
both the structure of the report and the reporting process.
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We have prepared our sustainability report in accordance with
the GRI Standards: Core option to report about economic
and social impacts, emphasizing the following principles for
defining report content and quality: materiality, stakeholder
inclusiveness, completeness, accuracy, comparability,
timeliness, reliability, balance, and the sustainability context.
Definition of the reporting process
In our reporting process, we have progressed in accordance
with the steps outlined in the GRI criteria system.
Firstly, we determined the focal points (important issues)
that are relevant for the future of the company and are
closely related to our objectives. Secondly, we explored
the company’s environment while mapping our wider
stakeholder groups, and then ranked them by their influence,
and finally we explored the major topics that they think are
relevant to the company’s operation. Stakeholder groups or
“stakeholders” are those persons, small or large social groups
that influence the effectiveness of corporate operation, or on
whom the company has any economic, environmental and
social impact and who gain benefits or suffer disadvantages as
a result of the company’s operation.

GRI Content Indices
GRI (Global Reporting Initiative) is an international
organisation the purpose of which is to provide a standard
framework of guidelines and indicators for preparing
sustainability reports, thus ensuring comparability and
promoting transparency among companies. The following
table shows the information included in the report attached
to specific GRI indicators. You can read more about the
guidelines and the indicators on the following website:
https://www.globalreporting.org/standards/
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List of indicators
GRI Standards
Publication
number

Page
number

102-14

3.

102-15

29.

102-1

41.

102-2

GRI Standards
Reference / Comment

GRI Standards
Reference / Comment

Reference / Comment

Publication
number

Page
number

103-1

5.

102-33

PwC Transparency Report 2018

102-48

48.

102-34

PwC Transparency Report 2018

102-49

46.

42.

102-40

26.

102-3

43.

102-42

26.

102-4

41.

102-43

44.

102-5

41.

102-44

28-29.

102-6

43.

102-50

48.

102-7

42.

102-51

48.

102-52

48.

https://www.pwc.com/hu/hu/ceo/2018.html

Employment agreement

102-8

102-41

102-9

10.

N/A

30.

permanent

temporary

full-time

part-time

102-53

52.

25

751

694

85

102-54

46.

102-55

48-49.

102-56

49.

102-18

42.

102-19

42.

102-20

19.

102-21

29.

102-22

42.

102-23

42.

102-24

42.

According to a decision by PwC’s CEO,
information on collective agreements is
confidential.
In the 2018 financial year, PwC Hungary had a
total of 810 suppliers. Our procurement
department had the three largest suppliers
officially sign the Ten Principles of the UN
Global Compact. This means that our suppliers
are responsible businesses that operate in
accordance with the above values and
principles.
There has been no significant change amongst
PwC’s suppliers.

102-10
102-11
102-12

Form of employment

PwC Transparency Report 2018

31.

102-25
42.

102-27

42.

102-13

30.

102-28

102-45

44.

102-29

28-29.

102-46

49.

102-47

5.

102-30

47.

102-31

26-27.

102-32

19.
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Page
number

PwC Transparency Report 2018

This information is confidential according to
PwC’s HR policy.

102-35

N/A

102-36

13.

102-37

N/A

This information is confidential according to
PwC’s HR policy.

102-38

N/A

This information is confidential according to
PwC’s HR policy.

102-39

N/A

This information is confidential according to
PwC’s HR policy.

102-16

6.

102-17

PwC Transparency Report 2018

102-26

Publication
number

PwC Transparency Report 2017

103-1

7.

103-2

7.

103-3

7.

201-1

44.

201-2

N/A

201-3

13.

201-4

N/A

202-1

N/A

202-2

10.

203-1

32-34.

203-2

27.

204-1

49.

401-1

10.

401-2

N/A

401-3

No such information is available.

Does not apply to PwC Hungary.

Full-time and part-time employees are entitled
to the same benefits.
Staff on parental leave: 35
Staff returning from parental leave: 5
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Publication
number
403-1

Reference / Comment

Page
number

402-1

The notice period is 30 working days.

N/A

Confidential information.

403-3

N/A

403-4

N/A
Egy főre eső
képzési óraszám

2017

Összes
képzési óraszám

2016

2017

2016

Gyakornok

6

7

455

469

Főállású vagy részmunkaidős
munkatárs

404-1

60

64

Publication
number

Page
number

414-1

30.

35 490

37 440

412-3

https://www.pwc.com/gx/en/about-pwc/
pwc-human-rights-statement.pdf

406-1

There were no reported incidents of
discrimination at PwC Hungary during the
reporting period.

407-1

29.

408-1

PwC Transparency Report 2018

409-1

PwC Transparency Report 2018

410-1

PwC Transparency Report 2018

411-1

No human rights violations were reported
during the period concerned.

412-1

PwC fully complies with this commitment.

414-1

30.

414-2

30.

413-1

22-23.

413-2

N/A

205-2

47.
There was no such incident during the period
under review.

205-3
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1085

1092

404-2

PwC Hungary does not regularly provide
(retraining) counselling to retiring employees or
those changing jobs.

404-3

16.

PwC assesses the performance of its
employees each year. Performance of staff of
all grades and departments is measured
through our Performance, Coaching and
Development system.

405-1

10.
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415-1

PwC is not aware of any negative effects.
There were no such local incidents during the
period under review.

205-1

Cégtárs
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Reference / Comment

There were no such incidents at our company
during the period under review.

414-2

There were no accidents at work, related
absences or lost working time during the
reporting period.

403-2

GRI Standards

GRI Standards

GRI Standards

N/A

206-1

There was no such incident during the period
under review.

419-1

PwC Hungary did not identify any incidents of
non-compliance that would be contrary to
PwC’s statutes or its social media policy during
this period.

Publication
number

Page
number

Reference / Comment

416-2

There was no such incident during the period
under review.

417-2

Number of incidents of non-compliance
concerning product and service information
and labelling: 0.

102-43
102-44

13-14.,16.,
20-24.,
27-29.

102-2

40.

417-3

8.

418-1

There was no such incident during the period
under review.

419-1

There was no such incident during the period
under review.
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